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Wuji (Wu Chi) Position

Some Deeper Concepts

Initially, the Wuji position may simply seem like just a physical stance used as a starting point to

the form. However there is a lot more to it than that. Below is some information that will help

you to start discovering a few somewhat deeper aspects to it.

What is Wuji

This will come to make more sense over time. But, here is a beginning...

In Taoist cosmology, all that is contained in the world is a mix and flow between Yin and Vang

(feminine and masculine, dark and light, earth and sun, cold and hot, internal and external,

retreating and advancing - this list could go on forever). All of this is also expressed in the T'ai

Chi form.

Wuji is the neutral state before any of these energies are expressed. From the cosmological

perspective it was the state of being before the universe started expressing itself in Yin and

Yang. In T'ai Chi, it is a state of being that has a peaceful and still quality before we start

moving. This does not mean it is empty. The Wuji Position is filled with energy. It has simply not

been expressed yet in the movements.

A Deeper Wuji

To begin with, once you have learned the structural elements of the Wuji Position, you will

benefit from developing "a feel" for the position. The ideas is that we want to be able to just

naturally come back to it without having to run through the list of structural elements provided

on the first handout. This, of course, means that it takes practice.

Be aware that coming back to it naturally doesn't mean you won't be making corrections to it. It

means that you will never have it perfect and you want to maintain a consistent sense of where

your structure might feel off so that you can keep coming back to it. This also extends deeper

than just the physical structure.

As time goes on in class you will likely hear me run through a "reminder checklist" when we are

settling into the Wuji Position. It will sound something like this:
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Settle in to the Wuji Position - Let your weight settle like rice settling in a rice sack or

flour in a flour sack.

Feel your alignment - make any adjustments you need to.

Feel your balance - make any adjustments you need to.

Release as much tension as you can - feel the release

Let your feet sink into the floor

Let your head float above your body

Open up your awareness to feel whatever can feel

The items on the checklist take the structural elements a step further and lead us to a deeper

sense within the Wuji Position. However, don't think of this list a sequential - try to look at it as

more additive. In other words, don't move from one item to the next only to let go of the

previous item. Try to layer one on top of the next so that by the end you are incorporating all

of them at once.

In reality, each of these depends on the others. For instance, you can't have structure without

balance (and vice versa). You won't be able to work those without the release of tension. And

you need some awareness to find all of the elements anyway. Over time we want all of these

elements to become so natural the they happen whenever we stand in the Wuji position. And

over time we want all of these elements to become one thing: Wuji.

Open Up My Awareness??? What does that really mean?

As with everything this will come in stages. To begin with, opening our awareness will probably

be more focused on the making adjustments to the physical aspects of the posture. As time

goes on, you will want to keep yourself open to sensations that you might feel in your body.

Still further on, we will want to open ourselves to feeling the flow of Qi (energy) throughout us

and maybe even beyond the boundaries of our physical body.

As you practice this you may find it helpful to start by opening up your awareness in the core

of your body, then let that awareness expand to include your extremities and the rest of your

body, then include your skin and the feel of the air or outside world interacting with your skin.

If you have gotten that, see if you can expand your awareness even further to include the

air/environment around you - almost as if you can actually feel the air a little bit away from you

even though it is not actually touching your body. Don't worry if you don't experience all of

this. Remember, patience and persistence.

So What Now?

All these aspects of the Wuji position are preparing our state of being to move through the T'ai

Chi form. As you start the movements, do your best to maintain all of the aspects of the Wuji

position that you have gathered, as you go through the form.


